Procedure Change Consent Form

Thanks for choosing CFR Safe Pay for the purchase of your next vehicle!
If you’re filling out this document, it means you’ve requested to alter the normal procedure of
CFR Safe Pay. Only procedures listed below are able to be changed. Parts of the procedure not
listed below are not changeable.
Please fill out the form below to specify and consent to any changes you’d like to make.
Check the box next to the procedure(s) that you’d like to override below:
I consent to continue with the vehicle’s VIN verification and pickup without confirming
the seller’s bank details via a test wire transfer.
Risk: Without verifying the seller’s bank details, there is a risk of the money being sent
to an incorrect bank account. CFR Rinkens is not liable for any losses if you choose not to
use a test wire for bank detail confirmation.
I consent to allowing CFR Rinkens to provide the full funds to the seller by a different
payment method than wire transfer. Pay the seller via:
Cash
Check
Risk: Paying the seller by cash/check is risky because it requires providing the truck
driver with the cash/check. There is a possibility that the truck driver could lose,
damage, or steal the cash/check. In such a circumstance, CFR Rinkens is not liable for
any losses.
In the event that the transfer of the full funds to the vehicle’s seller will not be processed
until the next business day or later, I consent to allow the truck driver to leave the pickup
site without the vehicle’s Title (i.e. I consent for the Title to remain with the seller).
Risk: Without collecting the Title from the seller, it would be relatively easy for the seller
to flee with the vehicle or sell it to someone else. CFR Rinkens is not liable for any losses
in such a circumstance.
I consent to have the vehicle be picked up even if the VIN on the Title does not match the
VIN as found on the vehicle.
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Risk: Overriding this part of the procedure defeats the purpose of CFR Safe Pay in the
first place as it means the vehicle cannot be shipped as-is. Only check this if you are
confident you can get a replacement Title or that there is an alternative location on the
vehicle where a matching VIN could be located, and let us know the details of the
situation right away.
I consent to proceeding with the shipment of the vehicle when I am aware that the name
of the previous registered owner is not the same as the person from whom I am buying
the vehicle. (In other words, the vehicle’s seller is not listed on the vehicle’s Title.)
Risk: Buying a vehicle from someone whose name is not on the Title means potentially
paying someone for a vehicle that they are not the rightful owner of. Only check this box
if you are certain the person selling the vehicle is its rightful owner, despite his/her
name not being present on the Title.
By signing below, I certify that I am the customer of CFR Rinkens who has requested to use CFR Safe
Pay for the shipment of the vehicle (listed below), and I agree that I understand and consent to the
changes to the normal CFR Safe Pay procedure as specified in this document. I certify that I am
aware of the risks involved in overriding the normal procedures of CFR Safe Pay, and I understand
CFR Rinkens is not liable for any losses, damages, inconveniences, or other repercussions due to my
overriding of the normal procedures.

Shipment Number:
Year:
Make:
Model:
VIN:
Printed Name:
Signature:

Date Signed:
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